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INTRODUCTION

This book was created to honor the spirit of creativity experienced during the two
Harpa folkharp concert tours to Scandinavia, in 2006 and 2008. It celebrates both the
music we brought with us and the music that we learned from new friends we met
along the way.

In these pages you will find many of the tunes we played on our travels. Players of all
levels will find these tunes fresh, different, fun to play, and very gig-worthy.

You’ll find a mix of genres, because that is what we brought to the tour as individuals;
there are many Nordic tunes, several Celtic tunes and four compositions inspired by
our travels.

When the Harpa tour members met for the first time in Oslo, it quickly became  evi-
dent how much talent each person brought to the group. This was true of both tour
groups. Our ‘treasury of talent’ seemed to grow as the tour went on and we discov-
ered new abilities in each other.

We not only shared music and learned from each other, but we also shared knitting
patterns and recipes. I’ve tucked a few of both in these pages for fun.

Enjoy taking your own musical tour through the northern countries!

Beth Kollé

bethkolle@yahoo.com

www.bethkolle.com

Vinje, Telemark, Norway
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THE  MUSICIANSTHE  MUSICIANSTHE  MUSICIANSTHE  MUSICIANSTHE  MUSICIANS

HARPA 2006 from back: Hogne Tellnes, Carol and Kevin Holsinger, Judy Cook, John Peekstok. Teresa Bailey, Sue Richards,
Kathy Elarte, Beth Kollé, Aryeh Frankfurter, Sharon Knowles, Cheyenne Brown, Barbara Tronsgard and Susan Easthouse
(incognito)

HARPA 2008 from left: Trixie Stowell, Kevin and Carol Holsinger, Sue Richards (seated), Bette Vidrine (standing)
Wayne and Jo Morrison, Nancy Schroeder, Kit Stowell, Beth Kollé, Dorothy Cook and Charlotte Roe.
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Borgund Stavkirke - Borgund Stave Church
Built in late 1100s
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BACK TO THE OLD COUNTRY

It is likely that anyone whose family comes from Northern Europe has Viking blood in them. The
Nordic races traveled extensively by sea and by land and their influence touched nearly every
culture from the top of the Scandinavian peninsula to the Mediterranean Sea, and from Russia
to the New World. The Harpa tours came about because of a desire to bring back music that is
the legacy of the Scandinavian emigrants, music that has been adopted and changed by our
culture. We wanted to bring music from the cultures that define us to the Old World for the
Scandinavians’ entertainment. There was also a strong desire to learn from the Nordic cultures -
learn about their music, their language, food and customs.

Because we were each interested enough in Scandinavia to go visit, it was inevitable that some
of us would want to play Scandinavian music during our concert set. But would our listeners
appreciate our appreciation for their music? Would they be critical, or possessive of their tradi-
tions? Or worse, would they laugh at our attempts to play their music?

The harp is now a relatively rare instrument in the Nordic lands, and that fact worked in our
favor. Instead of feeling like we were ‘bearing coals to Newcastle’, we felt a strong message of
fascination as people heard well-known tunes played on an instrument they stood in awe of. We
heard nothing but positive words from our audiences.

Emma’s Waltz, a traditional Finnish tune, was a group tune we all performed together.

Polonaise was performed by the duo HEN, Sue Richards and Sharon Knowles. It is a stately,
haunting melody with the tendency of most Swedish folk tunes to stick fast in your head. The
duet version is included in The Harp Ensemble Book.

Norra Råda and Gråtarevalsen are two traditional Swedish tunes arranged by Aryeh Frank-
furter.

Harpa Vals came about as I was starting to plan the second tour, my head buzzing with ideas
and details while this serene tune waltzed in the background.
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